Sigfox-enabled solutions
address a wide range of
use cases

Sarah has
arrived to
take care of
grandpa
Water leak
detected in
kitchen

Alert: rat
detected in
basement

Alert: smoke
detector
battery low

Your Amazon
delivery has
arrived

Powered by Sigfox’s global network
dedicated exclusively to the Internet of
Things, the next generation of smart home
solutions is more secure, versatile, and
set of tools for a more connected world.
reliable security uptime
management
alarms running on Sigfox keep your family
safe, while remote leak detection and infrared
rodent monitors deliver 24-7 peace of mind.
price, like remote pool water readings and
Real-time remote

rodent
infestations

About Sigfox
Sigfox is the world’s leading
service provider for the Internet
of Things (IoT). The company has
built a global network to connect
billions of devices to the Internet
while consuming as little energy as
possible, as simply as possible.
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you’ve got a mail

Alarm system
functioning
OK

Sigfox-enabled solutions
address a wide range of
use cases

The dog has
gone out of
bounds

Pool pH
rising

You can even track everything from pets to
your next hiking itinerary without worrying
about weak GSM coverage and dropped
signals.
Forget ruined vacations or business trips by
putting an IoT-connected tracker in your bag
to track the location of your luggage on your
smartphone whilst you’re traveling.
Growing numbers of seniors are staying
longer in their own homes. IoT-connected
time card readers monitor care providers and
automate billing based on actual time spent
in the home. IoT-connected watch sends alert
in the event of a fall or if grandma pushes the
panic button.

Outdoor sports:
performance tracking
and better security

Connected luggage: no
more ruined vacations or
business trips

Connected collar:
no more lost pets

Time card reader: monitor
the attendance of care
providers for seniors

Fall detector: immediate
alerts

Discover Sigfox Ready devices
and IoT end-to-end solutions
enabled by Sigfox:
partners.sigfox.com

